The Teen Sexual Revolution –
Abstinence Programs Are The Only
Biblical Response
written by Kerby Anderson
Kerby Anderson considers the real problems created by the new American
attitude extolling the virtues of teen sexual activity. He examines the
effectiveness of various programs designed to stem the tide of teen sexual
activity. He concludes the only reasonable approach is teaching the reasons for
and benefits of abstinence prior to marriage.
One of the low points in television history occurred September 25, 1991. The
program was “Doogie Howser, M.D.” This half-hour TV show, aimed at preteen
and teenage kids, focused on the trials and tribulations of an 18-year-old child
prodigy who graduated from medical school and was in the midst of medical
practice. Most programs dealt with the problems of being a kid in an adult’s
profession. But on September 25 the “problem” Doogie Howser confronted was
the fact that he was still a virgin.
Advance publicity drove the audience numbers to unanticipated levels. Millions of
parents, teenagers, and pajama-clad kids sat down in front of their televisions to
watch Doogie Howser and his girlfriend Wanda deal with his “problem.” Twenty
minutes into the program, they completed the act. Television ratings went
through the roof. Parents and advertisers should have as well.
What is wrong with this picture? Each day approximately 7700 teenagers
relinquish their virginity. In the process, many will become pregnant and many
more will contract a sexually transmitted disease (STD). Already 1 in 4 Americans
have an STD, and this percentage is increasing each year. Weren’t the producers
of “Doogie Howser, M.D.” aware that teenage pregnancy and STDs are exploding

in the population? Didn’t they stop and think of the consequences of portraying
virginity as a “problem” to be rectified? Why weren’t parents and advertisers
concerned about the message this program was sending?
Perhaps the answer is the trite, age-old refrain “everybody’s doing it.” Every
television network and nearly every TV program deals with sensuality. Sooner or
later the values of every other program were bound to show up on a TV program
aimed at preteens and teenagers. In many ways the media is merely reflecting a
culture that was transformed by a sexual revolution of values. Sexually liberal
elites have hijacked our culture by seizing control of two major arenas. The first is
the entertainment media (television, movies, rock music, MTV). The second is the
area of sex education (sex education classes and school- based clinics). These two
forces have transformed the social landscape of America and made promiscuity a
virtue and virginity a “problem” to be solved.

The Teenage Sexuality Crisis
We face a teenage sexuality crisis in America. Consider these alarming statistics
of children having children. A New York Times article reported: “Some studies
indicate three-fourths of all girls have had sex during their teenage years and 15
percent have had four or more partners.” A Lou Harris poll commissioned by
Planned Parenthood discovered that 46 percent of 16-year-olds and 57 percent of
17-year-olds have had sexual intercourse.
Former Secretary of Education William Bennett in speaking to the National
School Board Association warned that “The statistics by which we measure how
our children how our boys and girls are treating one another sexually are little
short of staggering.” He found that more than one-half of America’s young people
have had sexual intercourse by the time they are seventeen. He also found that
more than one million teenage girls in the U.S. become pregnant each year. Of
those who give birth, nearly half are not yet eighteen.

“These numbers,” William Bennett concluded, “are an irrefutable indictment of
sex education’s effectiveness in reducing teenage sexual activity and
pregnancies.” Moreover, these numbers are not skewed by impoverished, inner
city youths from broken homes. One New York polling firm posed questions to
1300 students in 16 high schools in suburban areas in order to get a reading of
“mainstream” adolescent attitudes. They discovered:

57% lost virginity in high school
79% lost virginity by the end of college
16.9 average age for sex
33% of high school students had sex once a month to once a week
52% of college students had sex once a month to once a week.
Kids are trying sex at an earlier age than ever before. More than a third of 15year-old boys have had sexual intercourse as have 27 percent of the 15-year-old
girls. Among sexually active teenage girls, 61 percent have had multiple partners.
The reasons for such early sexual experimentation are many.
Biology is one reason. Teenagers are maturing faster sexually due to better health
and nutrition. Since the turn of the century, for example, the onset of
menstruation in girls has dropped three months each decade. Consequently,
urges that used to arise in the mid-teens now explode in the early teens.
Meanwhile the typical age of first marriage has risen more than four years since
the 1950s.
A sex-saturated society is another reason. Sex is used to sell everything from cars
to toothpaste. Sexual innuendos clutter most every TV program and movie. And
explicit nudity and sensuality that used to be reserved for R-rated movies has
found it way into the home through broadcast and cable television. Media
researchers calculate that teenagers see approximately five hours of TV a day.

This means that they see each year nearly 14,000 sexual encounters on television
alone.
Lack of parental supervision and direction is a third reason. Working parents and
reductions in after-school programs have left teenagers with less supervision and
a looser after-school life. In the inner city, the scarcity of jobs and parents
coupled with a cynical view of the future invites teenage promiscuity and its
inevitable consequences. Adolescent boys in the suburbs trying to prove their
masculinity, herd into groups like the infamous score- keeping Spur Posse gang in
California.
Even when teenagers want to sit out the sexual revolution, they often get little
help from parents who may be too embarrassed or intimidated to talk to their
children. Parents, in fact, often lag behind their kids in sexual information. At one
sex-education workshop held by Girls Inc. (formerly Girls Club of America), nearly
half of the mothers had never seen a condom. Other mothers did not want to talk
about sex because they were molested as children and were fearful of talking
about sex with their daughters.
Teenagers are also getting mixed messages. In any given week, they are likely to
hear contradictory messages. “No sex until you’re married.” “No sex unless
you’re older.” “No sex unless you’re protected.” “No sex unless you’re in love.”
No wonder adolescents are confused.

The Report Card on Sex Education
For more than thirty years proponents of comprehensive sex education have told
us that giving sexual information to young children and adolescents will reduce
the number of unplanned pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases. In that
effort nearly $3 billion has been spent on federal Title X family planning services,
yet teenage pregnancies and abortions rise.
Perhaps one of the most devastating popular critiques of comprehensive sex

education came from Barbara Dafoe Whitehead. The journalist who said that Dan
Quayle was right also was willing to say that sex education was wrong. Her article
in the October 1994 issue of Atlantic Monthly entitled “The Failure of Sex
Education” demonstrated that sex education neither reduced pregnancy nor
slowed the spread of STDs.
Comprehensive sex education is mandated in at least 17 states, so Whitehead
chose one state and focused her analysis on the sex education experiment in New
Jersey. Like other curricula the New Jersey sex education program rests on
certain questionable assumptions.
The first tenet is that children are “sexual from birth.” Sex educators reject the
classic notion of a latency period until approximately age twelve. They argue that
you are “being sexual when you throw your arms around your grandpa and give
him a hug.”
Second, sex educators hold that children are sexually miseducated. Parents, in
their view, have simply not done their job, so we need “professionals” to do it
right. Parents try to protect their children, fail to affirm their sexuality, and even
discuss sexuality in a context of moralizing. The media, they say, is also guilty of
providing sexual misinformation.
Third, if miseducation is the problem, then sex education in the schools is the
solution. Parents are failing miserably at the task, so “it is time to turn the job
over to the schools. Schools occupy a safe middle ground between Mom and
MTV.”
Learning About Family Life is the curriculum used in New Jersey. While it
discusses such things as sexual desire, AIDS, divorce, condoms, and
masturbation, it nearly ignores such issues as abstinence, marriage, self-control,
and virginity. One technique promoted to prevent pregnancy and STDs is
noncoital sex, or what some sex educators call outercourse. Yet there is good
evidence to suggest that teaching teenagers to explore their sexuality through

noncoital techniques will lead to coitus. Ultimately, outercourse will lead to
intercourse.
Whitehead concludes that comprehensive sex education has been a failure. For
example, the percent of teenage births to unwed mothers was 67 percent in 1980
and rose to 84 percent in 1991. In the place of this failed curriculum, Whitehead
describes a better program. She found that “sex education works best when it
combines clear messages about behavior with strong moral and logistical support
for the behavior sought.” One example she cites is the Postponing Sexual
Involvement program at Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia, which
offers more than a “Just Say No” message. It reinforces the message by having
adolescents practice the desired behavior and enlists the aid of older teenagers to
teach younger teenagers how to resist sexual advances. Whitehead also found
that “religiously observant teens” are less likely to experiment sexually, thus
providing an opportunity for church-related programs to stem the tide of teenage
pregnancy. The results of Whitehead’s research are clear: abstinence is still the
best form of sex education.

Is “Safe Sex” Really Safe?
At the 1987 World Congress of Sexologists, Theresa Crenshaw asked the
audience, “If you had the available partner of your dreams and knew that person
carried HIV, how many of you would have sex depending on a condom for your
protection?” When they were asked for a show of hands, none of the 800
members of the audience indicated that they would trust the condoms. If condoms
do not eliminate the fear of HIV-infection for sexologists and sex educators, why
do we encourage the children of America to play STD Russian Roulette?
Are condoms a safe and effective way to reduce pregnancy and STDs? To listen to
sex educators you would think so. Every day sex education classes throughout
this country promote condoms as a means of safe sex or at least safer sex. But the
research on condoms provides no such guarantee.

For example, Texas researcher Susan Weller writing in the 1993 issue of Social
Science Medicine, evaluated all research published prior to July 1990 on condom
effectiveness. She reported that condoms are only 87 percent effective in
preventing pregnancy and 69 percent effective in reducing the risk of HIV
infection. This translates into a 31 failure rate in preventing AIDS transmission.
And according to a study in the 1992 Family Planning Perspectives, 15 percent of
married couples who use condoms for birth control end up with an unplanned
pregnancy within the first year.
So why has condom distribution become the centerpiece of the U.S. AIDS policy
and the most frequently promoted aspect of comprehensive sex education? For
many years, the answer to that question was an a priori commitment to condoms
and a safe sex message over an abstinence message. But in recent years, sex
educators and public health officials have been pointing to one study which
appeared to vindicate the condom policy.
The study was presented at the Ninth International Conference on AIDS held in
Berlin on June 9, 1993. The study involved 304 couples with one partner who was
HIV positive. Of the 123 couples who used condoms with each act of sexual
intercourse, not a single negative HIV partner became positive. So proponents of
condom distribution thought they had scientific vindication for their views.
Unfortunately that is not the whole story. Condoms do appear to be effective in
stopping the spread of AIDS when used “correctly and consistently.” Most
individuals, however, do not use them “correctly and consistently.” What happens
to them? Well, it turns out that part of the study received much less attention. Of
122 couples who could not be taught to use condoms properly, 12 became HIV
positive in both partners. Undoubtably over time, even more partners would
contract AIDS.
How well does this study apply to the general population? I would argue the
couples in the study group were quite dissimilar from the general population. For

example, they knew the HIV status of their spouse and therefore had a vested
interest in protecting themselves. They were responsible partners and in a
committed monogamous relationship. In essence, their actions and attitudes differ
dramatically from teenagers and single adults who do not know the HIV status of
their partners, are often reckless, and have multiple sexual partners.
Contrary to popular belief, condoms are not as reliable as public health
pronouncements might lead you to think. Abstinence is still the only safe sex.

Only Abstinence-Only Programs Really Work
Less than a decade ago, an abstinence-only program was rare in the public
schools. Today directive abstinence programs can be found in many school
districts while battles are fought in other school districts for their inclusion or
removal. While proponents of abstinence programs run for school board or
influence existing school board members, groups like Planned Parenthood bring
lawsuits against districts that use abstinence-based curricula arguing that they
are inaccurate or incomplete. At least a dozen abstinence- based curricula are on
the market, with the largest being Sex Respect (Bradley, Illinois) and Teen-Aid
(Spokane, Washington).
The emergence of abstinence-only programs as an alternative to comprehensive
sex education programs was due to both popularity and politics. Parents
concerned about the ineffectiveness of the safe sex message eagerly embraced
the message of abstinence. And political funding helped spread the message and
legitimize its educational value. The Adolescent Family Life Act enacted in 1981
by the Reagan Administration created Title XX and set aside $2 million a year for
the development and implementation of abstinence-based programs. Although the
Clinton Administration later cut funding for abstinence programs, the earlier
funding in the 1980s helped groups like Sex Respect and Teen-Aid launch
abstinence programs in the schools.

Parents and children have embraced the abstinence message in significant
numbers. One national poll by the University of Chicago found that 68 percent of
adults surveyed said premarital sex among teenagers is “always wrong.” A 1994
poll for USA Weekend asked more than 1200 teens and adults what they thought
of “several high profile athletes [who] are saying in public that they have
abstained from sex before marriage and are telling teens to do the same.”
Seventy-two percent of the teens and 78 percent of the adults said they agree
with the pro-abstinence message.
Their enthusiasm for abstinence-only education is well founded. Even though the
abstinence message has been criticized by some as naive or inadequate, there are
good reasons to promote abstinence in schools and society.
1. Teenagers want to learn about abstinence. Contrary to the often repeated
teenage claim, not “everyone’s doing it.” A 1992 study by the Centers for Disease
Control found that 43 percent of teenagers (age 14 to 17) had engaged in sexual
intercourse at least once. Put another way, the latest surveys suggest that a
majority of teenagers are not doing it.
2. Abstinence prevents pregnancy. Proponents of abstinence-only programs argue
that it will significantly lower the teenage pregnancy rate and cited lots of
anecdotes and statistics to make their case. For example, the San Marcos Junior
High in San Marcos, California, adopted an abstinence-only program developed
by Teen- Aid. The curriculum dropped the school’s pregnancy rate from 147 to 20
within a two-year period. An abstinence-only program for girls in Washington,
D.C., has seen only one of 400 girls become pregnant.
3. Abstinence prevents sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). After more than
three decades, the sexual revolution has taken lots of prisoners. Before 1960
there were only two STDs that doctors were concerned about: syphilis and
gonorrhea. Today, there are more than 20 significant STDs ranging from the
relatively harmless to the fatal. Twelve million Americans are newly infected each

year, and 63 percent of these new infections are in people less than 25 years old.
Eighty percent of those infected with an STD have absolutely no symptoms.
The conclusion is simple: abstinence is the only truly safe sex.
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When Your Teen Rejects Your
Values – A Christian Response
written by Rick Rood
Rick Rood looks a typical teenage rebellion and offers a plan based on a biblical
worldview and Christian values to help lead them through rebellion to a strong
Christian walk. By reacting from a truly Christian perspective and following a
biblical plan of action, our chances of successfully making it through to adulthood
and greatly increased.

The Fact of Teenage Rebellion
Mark Twain once advised parents that when their child turns 13 they should put
them in a barrel, close the lid, and feed them through a hole in the side. When
they turn 16, Twain suggested parents close the hole! Twain was a humorist, and
we laugh about his counsel. But beneath the laughter is the recognition that the
teenage years are seldom easy…for the teen or their parents! And it’s particularly
challenging when we find that our teen is rejecting our values.

Admittedly, in tackling this issue we are taking on a real lion! If there is anything
more humbling than being the parent of a rebelling teenager, it’s attempting to
pass on advice to others who are struggling with this same situation. But our
prayer is that this pamphlet will offer some help and encouragement to parents of
a challenging teen.
“Adolescence” is the label we attach to the time of life from the onset of puberty
to maturity. It denotes the stage of life during which a young person moves from
childhood to adulthood, from dependence upon parents to independence. It’s a
time of great change not only physically, but emotionally, mentally, spiritually and
socially. It’s a time when teens are asking questions like “Who am I?,” “What do I
believe?,” “How do I fit into life in this world?”…when they’re searching for their
identity as individuals.
Adolescence is also a time when some degree of strain develops between teens
and their parents. No longer do parents appear to be infallible and beyond
contradiction. Our flaws are much more visible…and probably exaggerated by our
teen. It’s a time when the values of their peers generally appear much more
attractive than their parents’, and when acceptance by their friends will likely
become much more important than that of their parents.
It is not uncommon in their quest for identity and independence for teens to reject
some of the values of their parents, their church, and society. And to a degree this
is not unhealthy. Young people need to develop their own convictions about life.
And part of the process may involve challenging the values and convictions they
have been taught. Some may challenge them more overtly, and others more
covertly. Some may challenge them in relatively minor areas such as dress,
appearance, music, or they way they keep their room. Others may show total
disregard for the moral and spiritual values of their family, their church, and even
society. Parents who allow for no individuality in some of the more “minor” areas
(such as dress and appearance), may be challenging their teen to test them in the
areas that are of much greater consequence.

Several years back, a group that included Dr. James Dobson conducted a survey
of some 35,000 parents. The survey concluded that while 25% of teens are of
“average” temperament, 40% were considered to be more on the “compliant”
side, and 35% on the “strong-willed” side. (More boys than girls fell in this latter
category.) Among the strong-willed teens, 74% were found to be in some degree
of rebellion during their teenage years, 26% of them to a severe degree.
Furthermore, it was surprisingly found that the strong-willed were most
susceptible to the influence of their peers! It was no surprise to find that 72% of
parents of strong- willed teens characterized their relationship as “difficult” or
“very stressful”! (Parenting Isn’t for Cowards, by Dr. James Dobson, chaps. 3 &
4).
If you identify with this group of parents, you are definitely not alone! And
perhaps this realization is an important first step in responding to a teen who
rejects our values!

The Sources of Teenage Rebellion
Many a parent has wondered if the teen living in their home is really the same
child that they played with and enjoyed just a few years before! And it is only
natural for them to ask “Why?” “Why is this happening? And why is this
happening to us?” Most parents are probably also asking themselves, “Where did
we go wrong? What could we have done to prevent this from happening?” These
questions are not only painful to ask, but are equally difficult to answer. And it’s
important not to jump to simplistic conclusions in trying to do so.
It is very likely that there is more than one reason why our teen is rejecting our
values. And there really are many possible reasons. One that we noted yesterday
is that it is simply the nature of adolescents to search for their own identity and
independence. We also noted the role that innate temperament plays in teenage
rebellion. A survey conducted by a group including Dr. James Dobson concluded
that nearly 3/4 of children born with a strong-willed temperament exhibited some

degree of rebellion during their teen years. There are, however, a number of
other possible reasons why our teen is rejecting our values. It’s important to look
beyond their behavior to the reasons behind it.
First, it’s possible that there are physiological factors involved. Young people who
have learning disabilities, or attention deficit/hyperactive disorder are going to be
much more inclined to rebel, in part over the frustration they are experiencing in
meeting the expectations of their parents, teachers and other authority figures.
Any physical illness, or even imbalanced or insufficient diet can affect a teen’s
emotional and behavioral pattern. Even apart from such irregularities, the
changes that are taking place in an adolescent’s hormonal system are apt to
result in more volatile emotions.
Second, it is possible that there are difficulties of a psychological nature, or even
disorders of a more serious nature involved. In this latter category would fall
young people who are manic-depressive or schizophrenic. It is important to
realize that many of these disorders have genetic and biological sources,
requiring the attention of a medical professional. It is more likely, however, that a
teen may be struggling with low self-esteem or depression…and may be engaging
in conduct that is aimed at obtaining the acceptance of his peers, or at gaining
the attention of his parents or other authority figures (even if it’s negative in
nature!).
Third, it is not uncommon for a young person to express his anger (and even guilt)
over the tensions that may exist within the family at large or between his parents
by acting in a rebellious fashion.
Traumatic experiences such as a death in the family, prolonged illness, or serious
financial problems can be a source of rebellion. They may even result in a teen’s
questioning the existence or the goodness of God, and in rejecting of God’s moral
principles.
We must not fail to mention the negative influence of peers, and of the values

portrayed and endorsed in today’s movies, television, and by the lyrics of much of
the music that young people listen to. All of these media are communicating a
message that more often than not challenges the right of anyone (including
parents) to limit their freedom or stifle their individuality.
Finally, it is not impossible that our own example as parents, or our parenting
style has contributed to their rebellion to a greater or lesser degree. We will
return to this issue later in the week, and tomorrow we will begin to look at the
question of whether parents are always at fault when their teens reject their
values.

A Parent’s Reaction to His Teen’s Rebellion
In the previous two programs we have briefly examined some basic facts about
the nature of teenage rebellion and some of its possible sources. We noted that
there are many possible reasons why a teen might choose to reject his parents’
values. It is not uncommon, however, for those of us who are Christian parents to
feel that we bear the greater (if not exclusive) share of responsibility. After all,
have we not been taught that if we train our children “in the way they should go,
when they are old they will not depart from it”? (Prov. 22:6). If they do depart
from the way they should go, certainly it is our fault for not training them
properly!
At the outset, we must affirm that parents are responsible before God to provide
the training and instruction that will guide them in His way (Eph. 6:4b). The
scriptures also warn us that it is possible for us to “provoke our children to anger”
(Eph. 6:4a) and to “exasperate them so that they become discouraged” (Col.
3:21). When our teen is rebelling, it’s appropriate for us to evaluate the impact
that our own parenting style has had in our child’s life.
We must just as emphatically, however, reject the notion that teenage rebellion is
invariably the consequence of parental mismanagement. To believe that it is, is to

accept the premise that all human behavior is caused by external influences.
Behavior may be influenced (even very strongly) by genetic and environmental
factors, but to say that there is no such thing as human will and choice is to deny
a fundamental element of biblical teaching. In the final analysis, a young person’s
rejection of godly values is a personal choice.
Many Christians, however, find themselves adopting an essentially behavioristic
and deterministic philosophy in their acceptance of a common interpretation of
the verse we alluded to a few moments ago, Proverbs 22:6, “Train up a child in
the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it.” Many a
parent has concluded from this proverb that if his teen does “depart from the way
he should go,” it is because he has failed to provide the training he needed. But
that this proverb (as many proverbs) should be taken as general observation
about life, rather than as an absolute divine promise, can be deduced from two
facts. First, if we do take this proverb as an absolute promise, then other proverbs
in the book must be also. Yet there are a number of proverbs for which exceptions
can be found on a regular basis. For example, Proverbs 10:27 says that “The fear
of the Lord prolongs life, but the years of the wicked will be shortened.” This is a
general truth. But there are innumerable examples of the wicked who have lived
long on the earth, and of the godly whose lives have been cut short. A second
reason is that to take it as an absolute promise would contradict the teaching of
many other proverbs that it is possible for a young person to reject the training
his parents provide. Proverbs 15:5 says, “A fool rejects his father’s discipline.”
The writer of Proverbs also appeals to sons to “receive” and “be attentive” to their
parents’ instruction (2:1-2), and warns against “neglecting” and “abandoning”
their teaching (4:1-2). (Cf. also Deut. 21:18-21)
We must conclude, then, that when our teen rejects our values, we must
prayerfully discern to what degree both we and they are responsible for what is
happening, as well as what other influences are at work. In some cases, the
parents may bear a great deal of responsibility; in others they may bear very
little. The important thing, however, is not so much “who is to blame,” but what

ought we to do from this point on in our relationship with our teen.

A Plan for Parents
We have looked at the nature of teenage rebellion. We’ve also addressed the
question of whether it is always the parents’ fault when their teen rejects their
values. But today, we want to focus on how we should respond as parents of a
challenging teen.
Our first response must be to look beyond the rebellious behavior to the sources
that lie behind it. If we suspect there are factors of a physiological nature, we
must not neglect to enlist the help of a qualified physician. Nor should we reject
the aid of a godly counselor in addressing issues of depression or self image that
may lie hidden in our teen’s heart. But neither should we neglect to look to the
Scriptures as our ultimate source of wisdom.
As we do, it will be tempting to look initially for ways in which we can promote
change in our teenager’s behavior. But the one factor in our child’s life over
which we have the most influence is our own character and approach to
parenting. And this is where we must begin–by reflecting on the model which God
himself provides in his character and in his relationship with us as his children. In
God as our Father we find that perfect balance of judgment and grace, of
discipline and love, compassion and firmness. This is a standard from which all of
us fall short, the one to which we will never fully attain in this life; but the one by
which we must measure our lives, and toward which we must continually strive!
Larry Crabb has said, “The key to becoming a more effective parent is to become
an increasingly godly person.” (Parenting Adolescents by Kevin Huggins, p. 258)
Wise is the parent who makes this his primary goal!
Wise too is the parent who resists the impulse to project a perfect image to his
teen, but who echoes the prayer of David: “Search me, O God, and know my
heart…see if there be any hurtful way in me; and guide me in the everlasting

way” (Ps. 139:23-24). Wise is the parent who is willing to offer a sincere apology
to his child, and to seek forgiveness for ways he has genuinely fallen short as a
parent. But wise also is the parent who refuses to brood over past failures, but
who having learned from his mistakes sets out in a new direction! (Phil. 3:13-14).
And wise is the parent, as well, who guards against trying to “atone” for past
mistakes by becoming overly kind or permissive.
As we seek to allow God to shape our lives after his own model as the divine
parent, we will do well to keep two primary qualities in view. The first is an
unconditional love for our child. This is the kind of love God manifests toward us.
“But God demonstrates his own love for us in that while we were yet sinners
(while we were his enemies!), Christ died for us” (Rom. 5:8). This is the kind of
love He seeks to instill in us for our teenager, regardless of how much anger or
contempt he or she has shown toward us–a love that asks not how they can meet
our needs, but how God can use us to minister to their genuine needs.
But the second quality is an uncompromising commitment to help our teenager
grow toward responsible maturity. “For those whom the Lord loves He
disciplines;…but He disciplines us for our good, that we may share His holiness”
(Heb. 12:6,10). As God guides us in the path of righteousness, and establishes
clear expectations for our lives, so must we for our teen. As God disciplines for
rebellion through appropriate consequences, so also must we.
Above, we proposed that there are two primary qualities God seeks to instill in
those of us who are parents of a teen who is rejecting our values: an
unconditional love and an uncompromising commitment to guide them toward
responsible maturity. But how do these qualities take shape in our day to day
lives?
How do we show this kind of love toward our teenager? First, we love them when
we praise and reward them for the good that we do see in their lives, as God does
with us. We love them when we show respect for their feelings and opinions,

though not always agreeing with them. We love them when we show interest in
and participate with them in activities that are meaningful to them, and refrain
from squeezing them into a mold for they were not designed. We love them when
we restrain our anger from erupting in violent acts and hurtful words, when we
relate as a “fellow struggler,” when we don’t try to be better than they are at
everything, when we handle our own sin in the same way we expect them to,
when we listen to their explanations before disciplining them, when we keep alive
a sense of hope and excitement about discovering God’s purpose for their life!
But the love toward which we strive is also one that guides and disciplines
(Prov.13:24). states that “he who loves (his son) disciplines him diligently.”
Researchers have found that teens are less likely to rebel who grow up in homes
that are neither too permissive nor overly authoritarian, where parents gradually
allow them more participation in decisions and relinquish more responsibility,
while maintaining final authority (Teen Shaping, by Len Kageler, chaps. 3 & 12).
What are a few marks of a parent who has this kind of commitment? First, he
provides instruction in the ways of the Lord. One teenager who refused to
accompany his family to church, was willing to read a chapter of scripture with
his father several times a week. By his senior year, they had read through the
entire New Testament together! Second, he communicates clear expectations
regarding personal conduct (even if parents of his child’s friends do not):
expectations concerning the use of language in the home, honesty about
whereabouts and activities, household chores, attendance at school, curfew, use
of the car, payment for gas, insurance and traffic tickets, drinking, and sexual
conduct. Finally, such a parent will enforce meaningful consequences for wilful
rebellion. There are some things we are obliged to provide for our child no matter
what: a place to live (though it need not be our own home in all situations), food,
clothing, and personal respect. But many things that young people take for
granted today are privileges that can and must be suspended as a result of
irresponsible behavior: use of the phone or TV, tuition for school, use of our car,
or even a driver’s license. Teenagers who engage in activities that are not only

irresponsible but illegal, should have every expectation that their parents will
notify the authorities. We do our children no favor when we shield them from the
painful consequences of foolish choices. Some teens will become skilled at
manipulating their parents through guilt or intimidation. But we must resolve to
render such tactics ineffective by refusing to let them work.
God does not hold us responsible for all of our teenager’s actions. But He does
hold us accountable for the way in which we relate to them as parents–with
unconditional love, but uncompromising commitment to responsible maturity.
Yet, even when we do, God provides no guarantee that they will always (or even
ever) respond positively. But He does ask that we persist in doing what is right . .
. praying for them, gradually relinquishing them to Him who knows them far
better than we . . . remembering his exhortation that we “not lose heart in doing
good, for in due time we shall reap if we do not grow weary” (Gal. 6:9).
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Addendum from the author, after his teenagers finished growing up:
It was over twelve years ago that I wrote the article you have just read. Since
then, I’ve had a lot of time to reflect on the matter of parenting. If there is one
thing I would add to the article, it is the statement in Psalm 127:1, “Unless the
Lord builds the house, they labor in vain who build it.”
I’m more convinced than ever that though I believe God’s word does give us
guidance concerning what we as parents should and should not do in relating to
our children, being a parent is much more than simply “doing all the right
things.” It is at root a matter of trusting God to work in our children’s lives in his
own way and time . . . to accomplish in their lives what only He can. And of
course, to trust that He will do the same in our own hearts and lives as well.
Sometimes His ways are far beyond our understanding. I have met some who
came from very difficult homes, who nonetheless have turned out to be wonderful

people. On the other hand, I have met others who grew up in wonderful families,
who nonetheless have chosen to walk a very painful path in life. All of this should
cause us to make prayer our first priority as parents. There is no greater
responsibility or privilege we have as parents than to pray for the children the
Lord has entrusted to us. May we never cease to do so.
Resources on Parenting Teenagers
Emotionally Healthy Teenagers, by Jay Kesler (Nashville: Word Publishing, 1998)
Bound by Honor, by Gary and Greg Smalley (Wheaton: Tyndale House, 1998)
Parenting Today’s Adolescent, by Dennis and Barbara Rainey (Nashville: Thomas
Nelson, 1998)
How to Really Love Your Teenager, by Ross Campbell (Wheaton: Victor Books,
1983)
Parenting Adolescents, by Kevin Huggins (Colorado Springs: NavPress, 1992)
Teen-Shaping: Solving the Discipline Dilemma—What Works, What Doesn’t, by
Len Kageler (Old Tappan, N.J.: Fleming H. Revell, 1990)
Parents & Teenagers, ed. by Jay Kesler (Wheaton: Victor Books, 1984)
Parents in Pain, by John White (Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press, 1979)
Parenting Isn’t for Cowards, by Dr. James Dobson (Waco: Word Books, 1987)
The Wounded Parent, by Guy Greenfield (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1991)

Broken Homes, Broken Hearts – A
Christian Perspective on Sex
Outside of Marriage
written by Kerby Anderson
Kerby Anderson examines the impact of teen pregnancies on our society from a
Christian, biblical worldview perspective. He suggests steps we must take
if Christians are to combat this problem of our American society.

As the family goes, so goes society.
Families are the bedrock of society. When families fall apart, society falls into
social and cultural decline. Ultimately the breakdown of the American family is at
the root of nearly every other social problem and pathology.
Just a few decades ago, most children in America grew up in intact, two-parent
families. Today, children who do so are a minority. Illegitimacy, divorce, and other
lifestyle choices have radically altered the American family, and thus have altered
the social landscape.
Karl Zinsmeister of the American Enterprise Institute has said, “There is a
mountain of scientific evidence showing that when families disintegrate, children
often end up with intellectual, physical and emotional scars that persist for life.”
He continues, “We talk about the drug crisis, the education crisis, and the
problem of teen pregnancy and juvenile crime. But all these ills trace back
predominantly to one source: broken families.”
Broken homes and broken hearts are not only the reason for so many social
problems. They are also the reason for the incumbent economic difficulties we
face as a culture. The moral foundation of society erodes as children learn the

savage values of the street rather than the civilized values of culture. And
government inevitably expands to intervene in family and social crises brought
about by the breakdown of the family. Sociologist Daniel Yankelovich puts it this
way:
Americans suspect that the nation’s economic difficulties are rooted not in
technical economic forces (for example, exchange rates or capital formation)
but in fundamental moral causes. There exists a deeply intuitive sense that the
success of a market-based economy depends on a highly developed social
morality–trustworthiness, honesty, concern for future generations, an ethic of
service to others, a humane society that takes care of those in need, frugality
instead of greed, high standards of quality and concern for community. These
economically desirable social values, in turn, are seen as rooted in family
values. Thus the link in public thinking between a healthy family and a robust
economy, though indirect, is clear and firm.

Illegitimacy is our most important social
problem.
One of the most significant factors contributing to the breakdown of the family
has been the steady rise of unwed births. Since 1960, illegitimate births have
increased more than 400 percent. In 1960, 5 percent of all births were out of
wedlock. Thirty years later nearly 30 percent of all births were illegitimate.
Among blacks two out of every three births are illegitimate.
To put this astonishing increase in illegitimate births in perspective, compare
1961 with 1991. Roughly the same number of babies were born in both years
(about 4 million). But in 1991, five times as many of these babies were born out of
wedlock.
Social commentator Charles Murray believes that “illegitimacy is the single

most important social problem of our time–more important than crime,
drugs, poverty, illiteracy, welfare or homelessness because it drives
everything else.” The public costs of illegitimacy are very high. “Children born
out of wedlock tend to have high infant mortality, low birth weight (with
attendant morbidities), and high probabilities of being poor, not completing
school, and staying on welfare themselves. As a matter of public policy, if not of
morality, it pays for society to approve of marriage as the best setting for
children, and to discourage having children out of wedlock.”
In her famous article in Atlantic Monthly entitled “Dan Quayle Was Right,”
Barbara Dafoe Whitehead warned Americans of the cost of ignoring the
breakdown of the family:
If we fail to come to terms with the relationship between family structure and
declining child well-being, then it will be increasingly difficult to improve
children’s life prospects, no matter how many new programs the federal
government funds. Nor will we be able to make progress in bettering school
performance or reducing crime or improving the quality of the nation’s future
work force–all domestic problems closely connected to family breakup. Worse,
we may contribute to the problem by pursuing policies that actually increase
family instability and breakup.
While speaking of Dan Quayle, it might be wise to remind ourselves of what the
former Vice-President said that brought such a firestorm from his critics. While
speaking to the Commonwealth Club in San Francisco, Vice President Quayle
argued that “It doesn’t help matters when prime time TV has Murphy Brown–a
character who supposedly epitomized today’s intelligent, highly paid, professional
woman–mocking the importance of fathers by bearing a child alone, and calling it
just another lifestyle choice.”
At the time, one would have thought the Vice-President had uttered the greatest
blasphemy of our time. Yes, he was using a fictional character to make a point.

Yes, he was challenging the tolerant, politically-correct conventions of the time.
But he was addressing an important issue neglected by so many.
Fortunately, a year later Atlantic Monthly magazine devoted the cover of its April
1993 issue to the story: “Dan Quayle Was Right. After decades of public dispute
about so-called family diversity, the evidence from social-science research is
coming in: The dissolution of two-parent families, though it may benefit the adults
involved, is harmful to many children, and dramatically undermines our society.”
The conclusion should not be startling, yet in a society that no longer operates
from a Christian world and life view, it has nearly become front page news. For
decades, the United States has engaged in a dangerous social experiment. Two
parents are no longer seen as necessary. Stable, intact families are no longer seen
as important. We are trying to reinvent the family and are finding out the
devastating consequences of illegitimacy, divorce, and other lifestyle choices. As a
society, we must return to the values of abstinence, chastity, fidelity, and
commitment. Our desire to reject Christian family values has inevitably lead to
the decline of Western civilization. It is time to find the road back to home.

The flood of teenage pregnancies is destroying
our social fabric.
One of the most significant factors contributing to the breakdown of the family
has been the steady rise of unwed births. Since 1960, illegitimate births have
increased more than 400 percent. In 1960, 5 percent of all births were out of
wedlock. Thirty years later nearly 30 percent of all births were illegitimate.
Among blacks two out of every three births are illegitimate.
One of the most significant factors contributing to the breakdown of the family
has been the steady rise of unwed births. Since 1960, illegitimate births have
increased more than 400 percent. In 1960, 5 percent of all births were out of
wedlock. Thirty years later nearly 30 percent of all births were illegitimate.

Among blacks two out of every three births are illegitimate.
One of the driving forces of illegitimacy is births to unmarried teenagers. Every
64 seconds, a baby is born to a teenage mother, and every five minutes a baby is
born to a teenager who already has a child. More than two thirds of these births
are to teen girls who are not married.
Becoming a teenage parent significantly decreases the chance that the young
mother will be able to complete high school, attend college, and successfully
compete for a job. She is much more likely to rear the child in poverty than girls
who do not become mothers as teenagers. “When teenagers have babies both
mothers and children tend to have problems–health, social, psychological, and
economic. Teens who have children out of wedlock are more likely to end up at
the bottom of the socio-economic ladder.”
If the increase in teenage pregnancy isn’t disturbing enough, there are other
disturbing trends. A growing number of adults are having sex with teens. This is
more than just Joey Buttafuoco and Amy Fisher or Woody Allen and Soon-Yi
Previn. Social statistics show that adult males are fathers of two thirds of the
babies born to teenage girls.
In some ways, this is not a new phenomenon. In 1920, for example, 93 percent of
babies born to teenagers were fathered by adults. But the difference is that
pregnant teens no longer marry the father. Today, 65 percent of teenage moms
are unmarried. Many of these kids are destined to spend a lifetime in a cycle of
poverty and welfare dependency.
Why teenage girls become sexually involved with adult males is sometimes
difficult to discern. A desire for a mature male and teenage insecurity are
significant reasons. Teenage girls from broken homes or abusive homes often are
easy prey for adult men, which may explain why adult men seek out teenager
girls. In many cases, teen sex is not consensual. Girls under the age of 18 are
victims of approximately half the rapes each year.

Stemming the tide of teen pregnancy, and reforming the current welfare system
that often encourages it, are important action points. But doing so must take into
account that adult males are a significant reason why teenage girls are becoming
pregnant.
Whether we look at the increase in illegitimate births in general or teenage
pregnancy in particular, we can see a disturbing trend. In essence, Americans
have been conducting a social experiment for the last three decades. And the
evidence clearly points to major problems when children are reared in families
without two parents. Illegitimate births are part of the reason for the breakdown
of the family; divorce is the other.

We must honor and promote sexual abstinence.
Thus far we have been talking about the problems. Now it’s time to propose a
solution. There are two parts to this approach. First, we must teach sexual
abstinence. A fundamental reason for the increase in unwed births is teenage
sexual promiscuity. Reduce teenage sexuality and you will reduce illegitimacy.
Fortunately, the abstinence message seems to be gaining in popularity and
getting the media attention it deserves.
or example, the front page of the Sunday New York Times Style section featured
the surprising headline: “Proud to Be a Virgin: Nowadays, You Can be Respected
Even if You Don’t Do It.” And the March 1994 issue of Mademoiselle featured an
article proclaiming “The New Chastity.” The article wondered if “saying no to sex
might turn out to be the latest stage in the sexual revolution.” Mademoiselle
found that views on sexuality seem to be changing. Virgins, for example, are no
longer seen as individuals who are fearful or socially inept. In fact, abstinence is
now being equated with strength of will and character. Those once labeled
“carefree” are now considered “careless” in light of the AIDS and STDs.
One of the most visible campaign for abstinence has come from the “True Love

Waits” campaign by the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) begun in the spring of
1993. Students pledge: “Believing that true love waits, I make a commitment to
God, myself, my family, those I date, my future mate, and my future children to be
sexually pure until the day I enter a covenant marriage relationship.”
A grassroots movement to promote abstinence through a variety of programs has
been spreading throughout the country. Crisis Pregnancy Centers provide
speakers to address the issue of abstinence. Untold groups–with names like “Aim
for Success” and “Best Friends” and “Athletes for Abstinence”–are spreading the
positive message of abstinence to teens who need to hear an alternative to the
safe sex message.
There are substantial personal benefits to abstinence. But the greatest benefit to
society is a reduction in the illegitimate birth rate which drives nearly all of the
social problems discussed in this book.

We must target teen pregnancy.
Now we must address the second part of the problem; that is, we must target teen
pregnancy. The problem with teenage sex is not simply that teens are having sex.
In approximately half the cases, adults are having sex with teenagers. State laws
governing statutory rape are often called a “fictitious chastity belt” since law
enforcement often ignore the laws.
The reasons for lax enforcement are varied, but they surely include the fallout
from the sexual revolution and the children’s rights movement. As a society, we
have come to accept the notion that even young teenagers are engaging in
consensual sex. While there may be some tawdry publicity when a high profile
entertainer like Woody Allen or Kelsey Grammar is accused of sex with a
teenager, generally the issue is ignored.
But the issue cannot be ignored. “Welfare reform, sex education and teen
pregnancy prevention programs and welfare reform are doomed to failure when

they ignore the prevalence of adult-teen sex.” Education about the problem and
enforcement of statutory rape laws would substantially reduce the number of
unwed teens.

We must honor and promote strong marriages.
Now I would like to propose additional solutions to the problem of family
breakdown. First, we must teach marriage principles. Marriages are falling apart
and other marriages never begin as sexual partners choose to live together rather
than get married. Churches and Christian organizations must teach marriage
principles so that marriages will last. Once built on commitment, today’s
marriages are a contract: as long as love shall last. Sound, biblical education is
necessary to put marriages back on a firm foundation.
Fortunately, a growing number of effective organizations are providing that
needed education. Family Life Ministry holds weekend Family Life Conferences
through out the country and the world to packed audiences eager to learn more
about how to build strong marriages and families. The Marriage Encounter
program has been providing the same important teaching in church and retreat
settings. And lots and lots of books, tapes, videos, and other seminars are
focusing needed attention on the principles that will build strong marriages and
allow them to flourish.

We must honor and support fatherhood.
Second, we must emphasize fatherhood. As more and more children grow up in
single-parent homes (which are primarily female-headed homes), fathers appear
irrelevant and superfluous. Not only are they seen as expendable; they are often
seen as part of the problem.
Yet the consequences of fatherless homes is devastating. “More than 70 percent
of all juveniles in state reform institutions come from fatherless homes.” Children

who grow up without fathers are more likely to be involved in criminal behavior
because they lack a positive male role model in their lives. Fathers are not
irrelevant. They may indeed spell the difference between success and failure for
their children.
Often fatherless homes feed the cycle of illegitimacy itself. “Young white women
who grow up without a father in the home are more than twice as likely to bear
children out of wedlock. And boys living in a single-parent family are twice as
likely to father a child out of wedlock as boys from intact homes.”
Fortunately, there are many ministries encouraging men to stand with their
families. Gatherings like the Promise Keepers conferences nationwide are highly
visible symbols of a much greater movement of men (individual churches or
parachurch organizations) who have dedicated themselves to running their
families on biblical principles. Groups like Mad Dads (Men Against Destruction
Defending Against Drugs and Social disorder) have been organized to encourage
fathers in high crime urban areas. Especially critical are young urban (often
black) youths who do not have strong male role models to emulate. One organizer
said, “They saw pimps and hustlers and dope dealers and gang bangers and
hypersexual individuals who like to make babies but didn’t assume the
responsibility of taking care of them–so why should the kids? And so our first goal
was just to mobilize strong, black fathers who were drug-free, who were willing to
stand up and be role models, giving our kids another group of men they could
look at.”
Building strong families must include building families with fathers.
Fatherlessness is one of the primary causes of social disintegration. Parenting
cannot be left to mothers and grandmothers. Fathers are essential.
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Drug Abuse – A Biblical Analysis
written by Kerby Anderson
In the 1960s, the drug culture became a part of American society. But what was
once the pastime of Timothy Leary’s disciples and the habit of poverty-stricken
junkies went mainline to the middle class. A culture that once lived in the safe
world of Ozzie and Harriet awoke to the stark realization that even their son
Ricky used cocaine.
The statistics are staggering. The average age of first alcohol use is 12, and the
average age of first drug use is 13. According to the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, 93 percent of all teenagers have some experience with alcohol by the end
of their senior year of high school, and 6 percent drink daily. Almost two-thirds of
all American young people try illicit drugs before they finish high school. One out
of sixteen seniors smokes marijuana daily, and 20 percent have done so for at
least a month sometime in their lives. But Americans have changed their minds
about drugs. A Gallup poll released on the 20th anniversary of Woodstock showed
that drugs, once an integral part of the counterculture, are considered to be the
number-one problem in America. Two decades before, young people tied drugs to
their “search for peace, love and good times.” But by 1989, Americans associated
drugs with “danger, crime and despair.” A similar conclusion could be found
among the nation’s teenagers. A Gallup poll of 500 teens found that 60 percent
said concern over drug abuse was their greatest fear–outranking fear of AIDS,
alcohol, unemployment, and war.
Nationwide surveys indicate that about 90 percent of the nation’s youth
experiment with alcohol–currently teenagers’ drug of choice. An annual survey
conducted by the University of Michigan has revealed that over 65 percent of the
nation’s seniors currently drink, and about 40 percent reported a heavy drinking

episode within the two weeks prior to the survey.
Another survey released by the University of Colorado shows that the problem of
drug use is not just outside the church. The study involved nearly 14,000 juniorhigh and high-school youth.It compared churched young people with unchurched
young people and found very little difference.
For example, 88 percent of the unchurched young people reported drinking beer
compared with 80 percent of churched young people. When asked how many had
tried marijuana, 47 percent of the unchurched young people had done so
compared with 38 percent of the churched youth. For amphetamines and
barbiturates, 28 percent of the unchurched youth had tried them as well as 22
percent of the churched young people. And for cocaine use, the percentage was
14 percent for unchurched and 11 percent for churched youth.

Types of Drugs
Alcohol
Alcohol is the most common drug used and abused. It is an intoxicant that
depresses the central nervous system and can lead to a temporary loss of control
over physical and mental powers. The signs of drunkenness are well known: lack
of coordination, slurred speech, blurred vision, and poor judgment.
The amount of alcohol in liquor is measured by a “proof rating.” For example, 45
percent pure alcohol would be 90-proof liquor. A twelve-ounce can of beer, four
ounces of wine, and a one-shot glass of 100-proof liquor all contain the same
amount of alcohol.
In recent years, debate has raged over whether alcoholism is a sin or a sickness.
The Bible clearly labels drunkenness a sin (Deut. 21:20-21; 1 Cor. 6:9-10; Gal.
5:19-20), but that does not mitigate against the growing physiological evidence
that certain people’s biochemistry makes them more prone to addiction.

Some studies suggest that the body chemistry of alcoholics processes alcohol
differently than that of non-alcoholics. Acetaldehyde is the intermediate byproduct of alcohol metabolism, but the biochemistry of some people make it
difficult to process acetaldehyde into acetate. Thus, acetaldehyde builds up in the
body and begins to affect a person’s brain chemistry. The chemicals produced
(called isoquinolines) act very much like opiates and therefore contribute to
alcoholism.
Other studies have tried to establish a connection between certain types of
personalities and alcoholism. The general conclusion has been that there is no
connection. But more recent studies seem to suggest some correlation between
personality type and drug abuse. One personality type that seems to be at risk is
the anti-social personality (ASP), who is often charming, manipulative,
impulsive,and egocentric. ASPs make up 25 percent of the alcohol- and drugabuse population, yet only comprise about 3 percent of the general population.
The social costs of alcohol are staggering. Alcoholism is the third largest health
problem (following heart disease and cancer). There are an estimated 10 million
problem drinkers in the American adult population and an estimated 3.3 million
teenage problem drinkers. Half of all traffic fatalities and one-third of all traffic
injuries are alcohol-related. Alcohol is involved in 67 percent of all murders and
33 percent of all suicides.
Alcohol is also a prime reason for the breakdown of the family. High percentages
of family violence, parental abuse and neglect, lost wages, and divorce are tied to
the abuse of alcohol in this country. In one poll on alcohol done for Christianity
Today by George Gallup, nearly one-fourth of all Americans cited alcohol and/or
drug abuse as one of the three reasons most responsible for the high divorce rate
in this country.
Since the publication of Janet Geringer Woitiz’s book Adult Children of Alcoholics,
society has begun to understand the long-term effect of alcoholism on future

generations. Children of Alcoholics (COAs) exhibit a number of traits including
guessing what normal behavior is, having difficulty following a project from
beginning to end, judging themselves without mercy, and having difficulty with
intimate relationships.
The toxic effects of alcohol are also well known: they often cause permanent
damage to vital organs like the brain and the liver. Death occurs if alcohol is
taken in large enough amounts. When the blood alcohol level reaches four-tenths
of 1 percent, unconsciousness occurs; at five-tenths of 1 percent, alcohol
poisoning and death occurs.

Marijuana
Marijuana is produced from the hemp plant (Cannabis sativa), which grows well
throughout the world. Marijuana has been considered a “gateway drug” because
of its potential to lead young people to experiment with stronger drugs such as
heroin and cocaine. In 1978, an alarming 10 percent of all high-school seniors
smoked marijuana every day. Although that percentage has dropped significantly,
officials still estimate that about one-third of all teenagers have tried marijuana.
Marijuana is an intoxicant that is usually smoked in order to induce a feeling of
euphoria lasting two to four hours. Physical effects include an increase in heart
rate, bloodshot eyes, a dry mouth and throat, and increased appetite.
Marijuana can impair or reduce short-term memory and comprehension. It can
reduce one’s ability to perform tasks requiring concentration (such as driving a
car). Marijuana can also produce paranoia and psychosis.
Because most marijuana users inhale unfiltered smoke and hold it in their lungs
for as long as possible, it causes damage to the lungs and pulmonary system.
Marijuana smoke also has more cancer-causing agents than tobacco smoke.
Marijuana also interferes with the immune system and reduces the sperm count
in males.

Cocaine
Cocaine occurs naturally in the leaves of coca plants and was reportedly chewed
by natives in Peru as early as the sixth century. It became widely used in
beverages (like Coca-Cola) and medicines in the nineteenth century but was
restricted in 1914 by the Harrison Narcotics Act.
Some experts estimate that more than 30 million Americans have tried cocaine.
Government surveys suggest there may be as many as 6 million regular users.
Every day some 5,000 neophytes sniff a line of coke for the first time.
When the popularity of cocaine grew in the 1970s, most snorted cocaine and
some dissolved the drug in water and injected it intravenously. Today the
government estimates more than 300,000 Americans are intravenous cocaine
users.
In recent years, snorting cocaine has given way to smoking it. Snorting cocaine
limits the intensity of the effect because the blood vessels in the nose are
constricted.Smoking cocaine delivers a much more intense high. Smoke goes
directly to the lungs and then to the heart.On the next heartbeat, it is on the way
to the brain. Dr. Anna Rose Childress at the University of Pennsylvania notes that
“you can become compulsively involved with snorted cocaine. We have many
Hollywood movie stars without nasal septums to prove that.” But when cocaine is
smoked “it seems to have incredibly powerful effects that tend to set up a
compulsive addictive cycle more quickly than anything that we’ve seen.”
Cocaine is a stimulant and increases heart rate, restricts blood vessels, and
stimulates mental awareness. Users say it is an ego- builder. Along with increased
energy comes a feeling of personal supremacy: the illusion of being smarter,
sexier, and more competent than anyone else. But while the cocaine confidence
makes users feel indestructible, the crash from cocaine leaves them depressed,
paranoid, and searching for more.

Until recently, people speaking of cocaine dependence never called it an
addiction. Cocaine’s withdrawal symptoms are not physically wrenching like those
of heroin and alcohol. Yet cocaine involves compulsion, loss of control, and
continued use in spite of the consequences.
The death of University of Maryland basketball star Len Bias and an article by Dr.
Jeffery Isner in the New England Journal of Medicine that same year have
established that cocaine can cause fatal heart problems. These deaths can occur
regardless of whether the user has had previous heart problems and regardless of
how the cocaine was taken.
Cocaine users also describe its effect in sexual terms. Its intense and sensual
effect makes it a stronger aphrodisiac than sex itself. Research at UCLA with apes
given large amounts of cocaine showed they preferred the drug to food or sexual
partners and were willing to endure severe electric shocks in exchange for large
doses. The cocaine problem in this country has been made worse by the
introduction of crack:ordinary coke mixed with baking soda and water into a
solution and heated. This material is then dried and broken into tiny chunks that
resemble rock candy. Users usually smoke these crack rocks in glass pipes.
Crack (so-called because of the cracking sound it makes when heated) has
become the scourge of the war on drugs.A single hit of crack provides an intense,
wrenching rush in a matter of seconds. Because crack is absorbed rapidly through
the lungs and hits the brain within seconds, it is the most dangerous form of
cocaine and also the most addicting.
Another major difference is not physiological but economic. According to Dr.
Mark Gold, founder of the nationwide cocaine hotline, the cost to an addict using
crack is one-tenth the cost he would have paid for the equivalent in cocaine
powder just a decade ago. Since crack costs much less than normal cocaine, it is
particularly appealing to adolescents. About one in five 12th graders has tried
cocaine, and that percentage is certain to increase because of the price and

availability of crack.

Hallucinogens
The drug of choice during the 1960s was LSD. People looking for the “ultimate
trip” would take LSD or perhaps peyote and experience bizarre illusions and
hallucinations.
In the last few decades,these hallucinogens have been replaced by PCP
(Phencyclidine), often known as “angel dust” or “killer weed.” First synthesized in
the 1950s as an anesthetic, PCP was discontinued because of its side effects but is
now manufactured illegally and sold to thousands of teenagers.
PCP is often sprayed on cigarettes or marijuana and then smoked. Users report a
sense of distance and estrangement. PCP creates body-image distortion,
dizziness, and double vision. The drug distorts reality in such a way that it can
resemble mental illness. Because the drug blocks pain receptors, violent PCP
episodes may result in self-inflicted injuries.
Chronic PCP users have persistent memory problems and speech difficulties.
Mood disorders, such as depression, anxiety, and violent behavior, are also
reported. High doses of PCP can produce a coma that can last for days or weeks.

Synthetic Drugs
The latest scourge in the drug business has been so-called designer drugs. These
synthetic drugs, manufactured in underground laboratories, mimic the effects of
commonly abused drugs. Since they were not even anticipated when our current
drug laws were written, they exist in a legal limbo, and their use is increasing.
One drug is MDMA, also know as “Ecstasy.” It has been called the “LSD of the
’80s” and gives the user a cocaine-like rush with a hallucinogen euphoria. Ecstasy
was sold legally for a few years despite National Institute on Drug Abuse fears
that it could cause brain damage. In 1985 the DEA outlawed MDMA, although it is
still widely available.

Other drugs have been marketed as a variation of the painkillers Demerol and
Fentanyl. The synthetic variation of the anesthetic Fentanyl is considered more
potent than heroin and is known on the street as “synthetic heroin”and “China
White.”
Designer drugs may become a growth industry in the ’90s. Creative drug makers
in clandestine laboratories can produce these drugs for a fraction of the cost of
smuggled drugs and with much less hassle from law enforcement agencies.

Biblical Analysis
Some people may believe that the Bible has little to say about drugs, but this is
not so. First, the Bible has a great deal to say about the most common and most
abused drug–alcohol. Scripture admonishes Christians not to be drunk with wine
(Eph. 5:18) and calls drunkenness a sin (Deut. 21:20-21; Amos 6:1; 1 Cor. 6:9-10;
Gal. 5:19-20). The Bible also warns of the dangers of drinking alcohol (Prov. 20:1;
Isaiah 5:11; Hab. 2:15-16), and, by implication, the dangers of taking other kinds
of drugs.
Second, drugs were an integral part of many ancient Near East societies. For
example, the pagan cultures surrounding the nation of Israel used drugs as part
of their religious ceremonies. Both the Old Testament and New Testament
condemn sorcery and witchcraft. In those days, drug use was tied to sorcery (the
word translated “sorcery” comes from the Greek word from which we get the
English words pharmacy and pharmaceutical). Drugs were prepared by a witch or
shaman. They were used to enter into the spiritual world by inducing an altered
state of consciousness that allowed demons to take over the mind of the user. In
our day, many use drugs merely for so-called recreational purposes, but we
cannot discount the occult connection.
Galatians 5:19-21 says:
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and

debauchery, idolatry and witchcraft [which includes the use of drugs]; hatred,
discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions, and envy;
drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I did before, that those who
live like this will not inherit the kingdom of God.
The word witchcraft here is also translated “sorcery” and refers to the use of
drugs. The Apostle Paul calls witchcraft associated with drug use a sin. The nonmedical use of drugs is considered one of the acts of a sinful nature. Using drugs,
whether to “get a high” or to tap into the occult, is one of the acts of a sinful
nature where users demonstrate their depraved and carnal nature. The psychic
effects of drugs should not be discounted. A questionnaire designed by Charles
Tate and sent to users of marijuana documented some disturbing findings.In his
article in Psychology Today he noted that one-fourth of the marijuana users who
responded to his questionnaire reported that they were taken over and controlled
by an evil person or power during their drug-induced experience. And over half of
those questioned said they have experienced religious or “spiritual” sensations in
which they met spiritual beings.
Many proponents of the drug culture have linked drug use to spiritual values.
During the 1960s, Timothy Leary and Alan Watts referred to the “religious” and
“mystical”experience gained through the use of LSD (along with other drugs) as a
prime reason for taking drugs.

How Parents Can Keep Their Children Off Drugs
Drugs pose a threat to our children, but parents can protect them from much of
this threat by working on the following preventive measures.
An important first step in keeping children off drugs is to build up their selfesteem. Children with a positive self-image stand a better chance against peer
pressure. Parents must help their children know they are a special creation of
God (Ps. 139: 13-16) and worthy of dignity and respect (Ps. 8).

Parents must help them see the dangers of trying to conform to some group’s
standards by going along with its drug habits. Kids often think drugs are chic and
cool. Parents must show their children that drugs are dangerous and work to
counter the clichés of kids who will tempt their children to use drugs.
Second, parents should monitor their children’s friendships. Before they allow
their children to spend too much time with another child, parents should get to
know the other child’s family. Does the child come home to an empty house after
school? Is there adult supervision of the children’s activities? An unsupervised
home often invites drug experimentation.
A third thing parents can do is to promote alternatives to drugs. Schools and
church groups should develop “Just Say No” clubs and programs. Parents should
provide alternative activities for their children. Sports, school clubs, the arts, and
hobbies are all positive alternatives to the negative influence of drugs. At home,
children should be encouraged to read books, play on a computer, or be involved
in other activities that use the mind.
Fourth, parents should teach their children about drugs. Drug education cannot
be left to the schools. Parents have to be personally involved and let their kids
know that drugs will not be tolerated. Parents themselves should be educated
about drugs and drug paraphernalia.
Fifth, parents must set a good example. Parents who are drug-free have a much
better chance of rearing drug-free children. If parents are using drugs, they
should stop immediately. The unconditional message to our kids must be that
drugs are wrong and they will not be tolerated at home.

How Parents Can Recognize Drug Abuse
Most parents simply do not believe that their child could abuse drugs. But
statistics suggest otherwise. Each year, thousands of young people get hooked on
drugs and alcohol. Parents must learn to recognize the symptoms of drug abuse.

The organization Straight, Inc., has produced the following checklist of eighteen
warning signs of alcohol or drug abuse:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

School tardiness, truancy, declining grades
Less motivation, energy, self-discipline
Loss of interest in activities
Forgetfulness, short- or long-term
Short attention span, trouble concentrating
Aggressive anger, hostility, irritability
Sullen, uncaring attitudes and behavior

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Family arguments, strife with family members
Disappearance of money, valuables
Changes in friends, evasiveness about new ones
Unhealthy appearance, bloodshot eyes
Changes in personal dress or grooming
Trouble with the law in or out of school
Unusually large appetite
Use of Visine, room deodorizers, incense
Rock group or drug-related graphics, slogans
Pipes, small boxes or containers, baggies, rolling papers or other unusual
items
18. Peculiar odors or butts, seeds, leaves in ashtrays or clothing pockets.

What Parents Should Do If Their Children Are on
Drugs
All the preventive measures in the world cannot assure that our children will not
experiment with drugs. If parents suspect that their child is already using drugs,
the following practical suggestions should be followed.
First, don’t deny your suspicions. Drug addiction takes time but occurs much
faster with a child than an adult. Some of the newer drugs (especially crack) can

quickly lead to addiction. Parents should act on their suspicions. Denial may
waste precious time. A child’s life may be in danger.
Second, learn to recognize the symptoms of drug abuse. The warning signs listed
above are important clues to a child’s involvement with drugs. Some readily
noticeable physical symptoms include a pale face, imprecise eye movements, and
neglect of personal appearance. Some less noticeable symptoms involving social
interaction include diminished drive or reduced ambition, a significant drop in the
quality of schoolwork, reduced attention span, impaired communication skills, and
less care for the feelings of others.
Third, be consistent. Develop clear rules in the areas of curfew, accountability for
an allowance, and where your teen spends his or her time. Then stick with these
rules. Consistent guidelines will allow for less opportunity to stumble into sin of
any kind. Fourth, open up lines of communication with your child. Ask probing
questions and become informed about the dangers of drugs and the potential risk
to your child.
Finally, be tough. Fighting drugs takes patience and persistence. Don’t be
discouraged if you don’t make headway right away. Your unconditional love is a
potent weapon against drugs.

What the Church Can Do about Drug Abuse
The family must be the first line of defense for drugs, but an important second
line should be the church. The church staff and individual members can provide
much-needed answers and help to those addicted to alcohol and other drugs.
Practical Suggestions for the Church Staff
First, the pastor and staff must be educated about drug abuse. Substance abuse is
a medical problem, a psychological problem, and a spiritual problem. The church
staff should be aware of how these various aspects of the problem interrelate.

The pastor should also know the causes, effects, and treatments. He must be
aware of the responses of both dependents and co- dependents. Sometimes the
abuser’s family prevents recovery by continuing to deny the problem.
The church staff can obtain good drug information through the local library and
various local agencies.Fortunately more Christians are writing good material on
this issue, so check your local Christian bookstore.
Second, the congregation must be educated. The church should know the facts
about substance abuse. This is a worthy topic for sermons and Sunday-school
lessons.Ignorance puts young people in particular and the congregation in
general at risk. Christians must be armed with the facts to combat this scourge in
our nation.
Third, a program of prevention must be put in place. The best way to fight drug
abuse is to stop it before it starts. A program that presents the problem of
substance abuse and shows the results is vital.It should also provide a biblical
framework for dealing with the problem of drugs in society and in the church.
Fourth, the church might consider establishing a support group. The success of
non-church-related groups like Alcoholics Anonymous points to the need for
substance abusers to be in an environment that encourages acceptance and
accountability.

Biblical Principles for Counseling Drug Abusers
In establishing a church program or providing counsel for a substance abuser, we
should be aware of a number of biblical principles Christians should apply.
First, Christians should help abusers see the source of their problem. It is not the
drink or the drug that is ultimately the problem. Jesus said in Mark 7:19-20 that
“whatever goes into the man from outside cannot defile him, because it does not
go into his heart.”Instead, “That which proceeds out of the man, that is what

defiles the man.” Evil lies in the human heart, not in the bottle or drug.
Second, Christians must be willing to bear one another’s burdens and provide
comfort and counseling. Paul says in Galatians 6:1, “Brethren, even if a man is
caught in any trespass, you who are spiritual, restore such a one in a spirit of
gentleness; looking to yourselves, lest you too be tempted.”
Third, Christians must have an appreciation for the compulsive, irrational, and
even violent nature of substance abuse. The Apostle Paul in his epistle to the
Romans noted this tendency in our nature: “For that which I am doing, I do not
understand; for I am not practicing what I would like to do, but I am doing the
very thing I hate” (7:15).

How Society Can Fight the Drug Problem
In addition to what the family and the church can do, society must fight America’s
drug epidemic on five major fronts. Each one has to be successful in order to win
the overall battle.
The first battlefront is at the border. Federal agents must patrol the 8,426 miles
of deeply indented Florida coastline and 2,067-mile border with Mexico. This is a
formidable task, but vast distances are not the only problem.
The smugglers have almost unlimited funds and some of the best equipment
available. Fortunately, the federal interdiction forces (namely customs, the DEA,
and the INS) are improving their capability.Customs forces have been given an
increase in officers, and all are getting more sophisticated equipment.
The second battlefront is law enforcement at home. Police must crack down with
more arrests, more convictions, longer sentences, and more seizures of drug
dealers’ assets. Unfortunately, law enforcement successes pale when compared
with the volume of drug traffic. Even the most effective crackdowns seem to do
little more than move drugs from one location to another.

Drug enforcement officers rightly feel both outgunned and underfunded. In the
1980s, the budget for the city of Miami’s vice squad unit for an entire year was
less than the cost of just one episode of the TV show Miami Vice.
An effective weapon on this battlefront is a 1984 law that makes it easier to seize
the assets of drug dealers before conviction. In some cities, police have even
confiscated the cars of suburbanites who drive into the city to buy crack.
But attempts to deter drug dealing have been limited by flaws in the criminal
justice system. A lack of jail cells prevents significant prosecution of drug dealers.
And even if this problem were alleviated, the shortage of judges would still result
in the quick release of drug pushers.
A third battlefront is drug testing. Many government and business organizations
are implementing testing on a routine basis in order to reduce the demand for
drugs.
The theory is simple. Drug testing is a greater deterrent to drug use than the
remote possibility of going to jail. People who know they will have to pass a urine
test in order to get a job are going to be much less likely to dabble in drugs. In
1980, 27 percent of some 20,000 military personnel admitted to using drugs in
the previous 30 days. Five years later, after drug testing was implemented, the
proportion dropped to 9 percent.
A fourth battleground is drug treatment. Those who are addicted to drugs need
help. But the major question is who should provide the treatment and who should
foot the bill. Private hospital programs are now a $4 billion-a-year business with a
daily cost of as much as $500 per bed per day. This is clearly out of the reach of
addicts who do not have employers or insurance companies who can pick up the
costs.
A fifth battleground is education. Teaching children the dangers of drugs can be
an important step in helping them to learn to say no to drugs. The National

Institute on Drug Abuse estimates that 72 percent of the nation’s elementary- and
secondary-school children are being given some kind of drug education.
The battle for drugs will continue as long as there is a demand. Families,
churches, and the society at large must work to fight the scourge of drugs in our
country.
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